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opensimge has released a new version of the add-on europe express. this add-on contains the routes
of the german regional rail company berlin – brandenburger tor (db) from berlin through

brandenburger straße (b26) to berlin-spandau (b49) and back. the add-on also includes in-game
appearances of most of the db bügeschütz-brigade and db vierte. the db bügeschütz-brigade provide
services for the db vierte. change the day of the week, the date of the month, the date of the year or
at least your birthday. alternatively, the player can drive a tractor or bus, or simply chase a ghost or a
zombie. these are all possible via an alternate reality game (arg) in omsi 2 - project gladbeck. these

possible avenues will be displayed in the game – the player can even become a driver of one of them.
features: · can be used as a stand-alone game and as an omsi-add-on. · due to very high numbers of
players who had interest in an ado-modification, the basic implementation of vehicles by model was
extended and improved. this includes enhanced animations and usability improvements. options to

play with new and existing routes, routes of the austrian and german federal states, of the mining and
oil region (trans-alpine pipeline) and the many cities of tansi . exact route models for "russia 1" and
the "trans-siberian pipeline" are also provided. custom variations of routes are possible. the linear

movement in the traffic flow is completed by the player. autologger and conversation guardian always
press the mouse key with the first touch of the mouse at the loading-interface, when you are going to

start the game. when the game starts, enter the key backpack key
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